
The Connected Guitarist
Creating improvisations over longer sections



Technique reminder: 

Thumb behind neck 
Headstock roughly at eye height 
Shoulders in a T Shape (level) 
Use footstool or pile of books to elevate left leg 
When we’re seated the guitar is at a similar 
angle to when we’re standing



Swamp of notes - find each note name on strings 3/4



Resolving Your Improvised Phrases

The ‘perfect fit’ we perceive when a melody note ‘goes with’ a chord 
is because that note is in the chord. We hear tension or dissonance 
when a note is not present in the chord that’s being played. 

Tension is not ‘bad’ or ‘wrong’, but we need to control it.  
For now, we’ll handle the level of tension/consonance in our 
phrases by resolving the phrases so they end on a note that is in the 
chord. 

To do this, we’ll plan ahead and decide in advance what note we’re 
aiming for. 



Over a major or dominant blues, we can add in passing the b3 and b7 notes 
for extra colour. 

Tension is not ‘bad’ or ‘wrong’ - it creates drama and conveys 
emotion, but we need to control it.  
For now, we’ll handle the level of tension/consonance in our phrases 
by resolving the phrases so they end on a note that is in the chord. 

To do this, we’ll plan ahead and decide in advance what note we’re 
aiming for. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GiTR7kV1ME 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vl2y7PXXbps 80 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GiTR7kV1ME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vl2y7PXXbps






How to train with this material: Use a G major or dominant quick change 
blues backing track 

1. Your priority is to get to the target note. The notes before are optional. You can 
have a bar rest, and then simply play the target note in the bar where it’s 
indicated.  

2. When you can comfortably follow the chords and match the target note with 
the chord/bar where it’s indicated, the runs train you to start adding phrases 
before. You can make this step more accessible by keep all the runs in the same 
string pair.  

3. You can develop this step by changing the direction of travel and doing runs 
down instead of up, targeting notes.  

4. You can then move from playing runs to creating phrases, from above or 
below, that target the chosen notes.  

5. You can develop this further by adding rhythmic interest - changing the beat of 
the bar you come in and out on, landing on the target note as a syncopation, 
delaying the arrival on the target note, adding some passing notes like b3 and b7.  


